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'Lesbian and Gay Parenting breaks new ground by showing the ways social class is central to 
queer families. Drawing on interviews with lesbians and gay men, Taylor's research is a must 
read for all serious students of sexuality, gender, and family in the Anglo-European world.' - 
Steven Seidman, Whitlessey Professor of sociology, American University of Beirut, Lebanon 
 
'The classed lesbian and gay voices that Yvette Taylor brings into conversation about family 
indicate that class matters for family choices in ways that lesbian and gay theorists, as well as 
theorists of risk society, ignore at the peril of their theoretical and practical assertions.' - 
Valerie Lehr, Vice President of the University; Dean of Academic Affairs, St. Lawrence University, 
USA 
 
Much current work on lesbian and gay kinship still overlooks the significance of socio-economic 
status. This book explores the intersections between class and sexuality in lesbians’ and gay men’s 
experiences of parenting and the everyday pathways navigated therein, from initial routes into 
parenting and household divisions of labour, to location preferences, schooling choice and 
community supports. In a context of international legal changes, this study seeks to situate parents 
as both sexual and classed subjects, interrogating the relevance of class and sexual (dis)advantages.  
   
Frequently lesbian and gay families are positioned at the vanguard of transformations in intimacy 
while often empirically absent in such declarations: they are misplaced in this dual over-emphasis 
(as agents of social change) and sidelining (under-investigated when compared to the research on 
heterosexual families). This book utilizes the concept of social capital, combining a Bourdieusian 
notion of capital as specifically classed, alongside that evidenced in the ‘families of choice’ 
literature. The theoretical opposition of different frameworks of ‘social capital’ advances class 
conceptualisations, exploring too the ways that (middle) classed capitals sometimes do not pay 
off, as a result of occupying non-normative sexualities.  
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